The Congress did not ask for Continuing Medical Education credits.

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE


CANCELLATION POLICY FOR REGISTRATION AND ADDITIONAL ANCILLARY SERVICES

All cancellations will be subject to a 30% administration cancellation fee. Deadline for cancellations is 30th September. There will be no cancellations after the meeting has taken place. You must email to the Congress Secretariat (anna.porro@apmeetings.com) if you want to cancel a registration. Please note there will be a delay in all bank transfer refunds. They will not be processed until after the meeting has taken place.
HOW TO REACH ERGIFE PALACE HOTEL

• FROM CIAMPINO AIRPORT
The airport is about 30 Kilometers from Ergife Palace Hotel. You can take the bus TERRAVISION which will leave you at the main station. From the main station you can reach the hotel by cab or by METRO line A. By Taxi it will be about € 50,00 and you will take about 40 minutes. From CIAMPINO you can also take a CO.TRA.L bus which links the airport to TERMINI main station. Once in Termini take METRO line A direction BATTISTINI, get off at CORNELIA. From CORNELIA you can take BUS N. 246 for two stops. From the bus stop the hotel is 10 minutes on foot. Estimated time: 60 minutes.

• FROM FIUMICINO, LEONARDO DA VINCI
The main airport ‘Leonardo Da Vinci’ is about 25 Kilometers from the hotel. There is a direct train (Leonardo Express) that leaves the airport every 30 minutes and connects Fiumicino Airport to Roma Termini. Once in Termini take METRO line A direction BATTISTINI, get off at CORNELIA. From CORNELIA you can take BUS N. 246 for two stops. From the bus stop the hotel is 10 minutes on foot. Estimated time: 90 minutes.

• FROM TERMINI, MAIN STATION
Inside the station take METRO A direction BATTISTINI. Get off at CORNELIA. From CORNELIA you can walk for approximately 800 meters along the VIA AURELIA or you can take BUS N. 246 for two stops. Estimated time: 45 minutes.

• FROM TIBURTINA TRAIN/BUS STATION
From TIBURTINA bus/train station you can reach the hotel by bus (N. 490), or take METRO line B direction LAURENTINA to TERMINI main station. From TERMINI take METRO line A direction BATTISTINI. Get off at CORNELIA. From CORNELIA you can take BUS N. 246 for two stops.

• COMING FROM THE MOTORWAY
From the motorway exit onto the GRA (Grande Raccordo Anulare - large ring road) towards FIUMICINO. Exit N. 1. direction AURELIA - CITTA’ DEL VATICANO. After 3 Kilometers at the fourth traffic light turn right onto Via Lombardi.

The estimated journey time can vary according to traffic or weather conditions.